
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LA CLIPPERS AND LEVY LAUNCH 310 PROVISIONS TO 
TRANSFORM FOOD AND BEVERAGE EXPECTATIONS AT INTUIT DOME 

 
Intuit Dome and Levy partner to create a food and beverage program built to eliminate wait 

times and deliver the highest quality food experience. 
 
LOS ANGELES – (December 5, 2023) – The LA Clippers have teamed up with hospitality partner 
Levy, the market leader in sports and entertainment dining, to launch 310 Provisions at Intuit 
Dome.  Opening Summer 2024, Intuit Dome was built with a clear vision to optimize the food 
and beverage experience for fans, a goal which has guided the work since the initial arena 
design process began. Intuit Dome will be the first arena with 100% frictionless hospitality, 
enabled by technology to serve fresh, craveable foods of the highest quality with no wait times. 
 
“Fans care about food. We are eager for our guests to enjoy the food and beverage experience, 
which we have obsessed over for nearly five years,” said Gillian Zucker, LA Clippers and Intuit 
Dome President. “Along with AECOM, we worked with Levy to facilitate the operational design 
for the next generation arena, leveraging Levy’s experience and talent with one goal in mind - 
to provide high quality, sustainably sourced food that fans crave, delivering it where and when 
guests want it, all cooked to perfection. 310 Provisions has been created to deliver on that 
promise.” 
 
“To have partnered with such a visionary team as the LA Clippers over the past five years and 
plan this next generation arena before a shovel even touched the ground has been the most 
amazing collaboration,” said Andy Lansing, Levy CEO. “Together we’ve created the touchstone 
for future hospitality experiences in sports and music. It is rare to be able to be part of such a 
truly transformational moment, and what we have created at Intuit Dome marks one of those 
moments.”  
 
Intuit Dome is built with a culinary back-of-house to deliver a more efficient and effective food 
and beverage experience. The venue includes a 14,000+ square foot main kitchen, which is 
nearly twice the size of the industry average, multiple commissaries strategically located 
throughout the building to support distribution, a dozen exhibition kitchens in premium spaces, 
and energy-efficient kitchens in 65% of fan locations to continually offer fresh-cooked menus. 

 

  



On the general concourses, 100% of the food locations are frictionless, compared to 15% at 
other arenas around the world. The multi-year planning process and focus on what’s best for 
the fan experience influenced the infrastructure that will ensure the food and beverage vision 
for Intuit Dome can be delivered for all events. 
 
Lansing added, “We had the amazing opportunity to imagine the ideal scenario and what next 
generation food and beverage could be. The Clippers brought it all together and made an 
uncommon investment in fans by setting the vision, pushing the design process, and providing 
the space, equipment, and technology to create what will be a one-of-a kind food and beverage 
experience at Intuit Dome.” 
 
Look for more information about the food and beverage experience at Intuit Dome in 2024, 
including full menus, signature items, and the introduction of the executive chef, mixologist and 
exclusive food and beverage offers for members of The Wall, the 51-row fan section that will 
provide the heartbeat of the arena. 
  
About the Intuit Dome 
Opening in August 2024, Intuit Dome is the new home of the LA Clippers and will host hundreds 
of sporting events and concerts each year. Located in Inglewood, Calif., Intuit Dome is built 
different -- it will redefine fans’ expectations for live experiences and change the music 
landscape in Los Angeles. 
  
About the LA Clippers 
Led by Chairman Steve Ballmer, the LA Clippers have competed in 53 NBA seasons and 
appeared in the Playoffs in 10 of the past 12 seasons. They have 12-straight winning seasons, 
the longest active streak in the NBA. The Clippers are committed to the City of Los Angeles and 
through the LA Clippers Foundation, provide resources and opportunities that make a positive 
difference toward leveling the playing field for youth in Southern California. Visit the Clippers 
online at www.clippers.com or follow them on social media @LAClippers. 
  
About Levy 
The disruptor in defining the sports and entertainment hospitality experience, Levy is 
recognized as the market leader and most critically acclaimed hospitality company in its 
industry. Twice named one of the 10 most innovative companies in sports by Fast Company 
magazine and one of the top three Best Employers for Diversity in America by Forbes, Levy’s 
diverse portfolio includes award-winning restaurants; iconic sports and entertainment venues, 
zoos and cultural institutions, theaters and music festivals, and convention centers; as well as 
the Super Bowl, Grammy Awards, US Open Tennis Tournament, Kentucky Derby, Coachella and 
Stagecoach Music Festivals, and NHL, MLB, NBA, NFL, and MLS All-Star Games. For more, visit 
levyrestaurants.com or follow us on LinkedIn, Instagram, and X. 
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